
Broken Twigs: Farewell to Faerie Forest
Use the words in the list below to complete the sentences.
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1. Thick,   foul-smelling   fumes   belched   from   an   iron   cauldron   set   in   the
 middle   of   the   eerie   forest   glade.   

2. Twigs:   a   fairly   common   fae   name,   but   this   fairy   was   more   temperamental   than
 most.   

3. For   what   felt   like   a   lifetime,   Twigs   froze   against   the   wall   of   her   

sanctuary.   

4. Twigs   thought   she   would   never   tire   of   the   sight   of   the   fairy   dust   

cascading   down   into   the   hole   like   a   gorgeous,   iridescent   waterfall.   

5. Worker   Fairies   began   to   dig   trenches   ahead   of   the   flames   in   an   

attempt   to   halt   their   advance.   

6. Queen   Iris   had   never   looked   so   furious   ‒   her   eyes   glinted   with   anger
 and   an   immense   sense   of   power   that   set   her   aside   from   the   fairies   

over   whom   she   ruled.   

7. The   root   retracted,   rewrapping   itself   around   the   tree   trunk   once   more   as   this   

Silvamor   continued   to   move   as   one   with   its   brethren   silently   

through   the   forest.   

8. She   calmed   herself   by   searching   for   all   the   constellations   that   she   knew,   

naming   them   aloud   to   feel   less   alone.   

9. This   stunning   but   deadly   predator   seemed   to   be   an   expert   in   

weaving   through   the   obstacles,   and   it   was   gaining   on   her.   

10. The   forest   floor   felt   like   sandpaper   as   the   fairy   was   dragged   

behind   the   doe.   

11. That   was   all   she   needed,   as   fairies   and   elves   had   been   

enemies   for   as   long   as   she   knew.   

12. Fate   had   thrown   them   together,   and   all   that   mattered   to   her   at   

that   moment   was   that   she   was   no   longer   all   alone   .   

13. She   turned   to   see   one   of   her   Silvamors   approaching,   and   her   eyes   

glinted   fiercely   in   expectation   of   the   news   she   was   about   

to   receive.   

14. Underneath   Twigs’   name,   she   wrote   the   word   Friendship   and   marked   a   

little   tick   next   to   it.   



temperamental  Friendship  news  alone  elves  tire  furious  sandpaper  foul-smelling  

Silvamor  glinted  predator  power  halt  trenches  constellations  dragged  brethren  

iridescent  fairies  stunning  cauldron  tick  froze  Fate  


